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Google AdWords is a pretty darn good traffic tool sometimes, but it’s nearly
always a kickass market research tool. Let’s look at how you can use AdWords
to
•
•
•

Determine how many people want what you’ve got
Slice and dice your services to appeal to several targeted niches, for
deeper connection and thus higher conversion rates
Discover what approach, language, and offers work best with each niche

1. Do People Want What You’ve Got?
I know they need what you’ve got. They’re suffering, and you’ve got the cure.
They’re confused, and you’ve got the elixir of clarity. They’re missing the boat,
and you’ve got a shiny pair of oars.
But if you’re reading this, chances are most of your prospects don’t think about
their problems and go, “I know what will fix this: life coaching!” (or “reiki” or “a
straw bale meditation shed in my backyard” or “myofascial release” or whatever
you do).
While it’s possible (and often necessary) to sell solutions to people who aren’t
searching for those solutions, let’s start our research by getting curious about
whether people are looking for your specific modality.
Introducing your new friend, the Google Keyword Tool! If you have an AdWords
account, you can access the tool straight from there:
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If not, you can still use it (search Google for “keyword tool” and select the first
listing), but you just have to fill in any annoying “Prove you’re human” captcha
before your first search. Also, the results are not as complete as when you’re
logged in to AdWords.

To oversimplify things greatly, you’re concerned with two different types of
keywords: problems and solutions.
Problem keywords describe problems:
Back pain
Credit card debt
Midlife crisis
While solution keywords describe (drum roll) solutions to those problems:
Back pain -> Myofascial release
Credit card debt ->Debt consolidation
Midlife crisis -> Jaguar convertible (kidding! I meant Spiritual Awakening)
The challenge you probably face is that a lot more people are searching on
problems they know they have than solutions like yours that they’ve never heard
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of. (Quoting Ned Ryerson in Groundhog Day, “Am I right or am I right or am I
right?”)
Let’s verify this using the Keyword Tool.
The default search settings, if you’re in the US, are US, English, desktop and
laptop computers. You can change these options to whatever is most
appropriate for your market: French Canadians, Spanish speakers in the US,
etc. The biggest limitation is that you can’t dig down past the country level. So
you can’t get data from the keyword tool about Spanish speakers in Texas, or
English speakers in Quebec. (More on workarounds later.)
Here’s what Google tells me about the relative popularity of my two keywords:

See what I mean? What’s a myofascial release practioner to do?
Now a quick detour about keyword match types. You see in the left column up
there, where there’s a check mark next to Broad. That means Google is
counting every search that could possibly related to back pain, and not just the
specific phrase.
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So those 1,500,000 local (that’s the column to pay attention to) searches include
low back pain, upper back pain, neck pain, and even some related terms like
chiropractor. Check this out:

See that! The global monthly searches are identical, which would be so much of
a coincidence that you have to assume Google sees back pain and
chiropractor as pretty much the same search. (Yes, the local numbers are
different. Go figure…)
So we need to put Google on the witness stand and make it swear to tell the
whole truth. Uncheck Broad and put a check next to Phrase instead. Now we’ve
forced Google to include our keyword, as is, as part of the whole search phrase.
So Google can count low back pain but not neck pain for the “back pain”
search, and the word chiropractor must be in every search that Google counts
for that keyword.
Now we see:
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I added “myofascial release” back in, just for kicks. You can now see a clear
difference between the three keywords. The problem has the most searches.
The most obvious solution (at least to most people) comes in second. And the
cool, little-known modality limps in last.
So what should you do? Advertise yourself as someone who solves back pain?
Sure. That’s where the people are. But realize that you’ll get a very small
percentage of those people who immediately buy your value proposition. Most
will look at your weird solution and pass.
Does that mean you can never call yourself a myofascial release practitioner? Of
course not. You can call yourself that 27,100 times a month, if you advertise on
Google or grab a spot on the first page of organic search results.
Wait, though! Are you willing to travel the length and breadth of the US to serve
clients? If not, the number of myfascial release searches is a lot lower. Maybe
only a few dozen per month; maybe fewer than that. Not enough to build a
business on.
In a few pages I’ll show you how to determine the actual number of searchers in
your geographic area. For now, just relax and know that it can be done.
Slicing and Dicing Your Market to Construct Your Niche
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So you have to figure out a different way to niche yourself. Not based on what
you do, but based on how your prospect sees the world. For example, what if
you choose to work primarily with women with back pain?

Not a ton of searches, but quite a few. And those few searches suggest
something else: a whole lot of people typing “back pain” into Google have two X
chromosomes (that’s a nerdy way of saying “are women,” in case you were
paying less attention than me in high school biology).
So when the market calls out “back pain,” you can respond “… in women.”
Amen! You’ve niched yourself so you can stand out from all the clutter.
Everyone else can talk about back pain in general, but you’re speaking directly
to that tiny minority, women. Wait a minute! Women probably make up at least
half of all back pain sufferers. Let’s check one of my other favorite market
research tools, the Google search results page, to see if anyone is speaking
specifically to women:
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Not a mention. Not a peep. And what an opportunity for you!
If you advertise your business using AdWords and your ad headline reads “Back
Pain Relief for Women,” then you appeal to that niche more specifically than all
the other ads and listings.
It’s possible that you can niche even tighter than that. How about “back pain
during pregnancy”? As a rule, the tighter the niche, the fewer prospects but the
easier to convert each prospect.
Like, I know this Canadian dude who’s an awesome marketer, and a fantastic
marketing teacher. He could help just about any business owner with their
marketing. But he chose a single niche – get this: hippies! Or folks who are
flattered to be thought of as hippies.
And by focusing on that niche, he has carved out a wonderful business for
himself. Good income, Ferarri 458 Italia, Rolex, lives on a beachfront property in
Cozumel – wait.
What, Tad? That’s not entirely accurate?
OK, so he travels a lot and does a ton of improv. Isn’t that even better?
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Size Up Your Market and Figure Out Your Messaging Using AdWords
Now’s where you’re going to pull out your wallet and spend twenty bucks to set
up a simple, cheap, and quick AdWords campaign. I’m not going to go into the
details on how to create and set up your account. If you need that, you should
get a copy of Google AdWords For Dummies, 3rd Edition, which will set you back
another $20 (33 cents of which ends up in my pocket!). Or you can just watch all
the free videos at VitruvianWay.com/cafe/gafd3.
Here’s the basic idea:
1. Set up a Google search campaign (no display network, no search
partners) for desktops and laptops only

2. Target only the geographic locations you serve
A relationship coach who works via telephone can cover a country or two; our
myofascial release practitioner probably has a 2-county area at best.
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3. Create one ad group for each niche you identify via the Keyword Tool
4. Populate each ad group with exact match keywords closely related to
the ad group theme
5. Write several ad variations for each ad group and run them
simultaneously, optimizing for conversions if you can track conversions:

and rotating evenly if you can’t (ignore the scary Google warning):

6. Now set a daily budget of $10 and run the campaign for one week.
During this test you’ll spend no more than $70, and possibly a lot less. You only
pay for clicks (which represent visits to your website), so if your market is tiny or
your ads are atrocious, you’ll pay very little (and learn a lot about your market or
your ads).
You’re looking to answer the question:
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How many impressions (views of your ads) would you have gotten for each ad
group had you deployed an unlimited budget?
In other words, how many potential prospects are searching online, either for
information about their problems or for general or specific solutions?
You can get this number at the ad group level by doing a little middle school
arithmetic. First, note the number of impressions that Google allotted you, even
with your puny daily budget.

Second, grab AdWords by the throat and force it to show you a hidden ad group
metric called “impression share.”
From the Ad groups tab on the campaign page, click the columns button and
select Customize columns from the drop-down list:
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Select the Competitive metrics tab and add Impr. share, then click the Save
button:

You’ll now be able to see the impression share metric for each ad group. That
number represents the percentage of impressions your ads received out of the
total number possible for that time period.

Simply divide impressions by impression share to figure out the total size of your
market for each ad group.
For Ad Group #1, that works out to 291,252 ÷	
 .6243 = 466,526 possible
impressions.
You try Ad Group #2 and check your answer at the end of this report.*
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Now you have very accurate numbers of prospects for your services in your
service area.
Ad Testing To Identify Your Best Niche
But we saw earlier that few people are searching for myofascial release. If our
practitioner wants to earn enough money to eat, she has to target a broader
audience, those who want to deal with their back pain. She can figure out her
best niche by bidding on the general keyword back pain and then running ads
that appeal to different niches:
Pregnant women
Mothers of toddlers
Career women who sit at desks all day
Older women who don’t want to pop NSAIDS like candy
And so on. Our practitioner would simply run ads with headlines like:
Pregnancy Back Pain Relief
“Toddler Mom” Back Pain?
“Computer Slouch” Back Pain?
65+ Women: Back Pain Relief
Most searchers on back pain keywords will not respond to any of those ads.
But members of each niche will respond strongly to the ad that speaks directly
to them. Compare the click through rate (CTR) of each ad to identify your best
niche.
Ad Testing To Determine Best Message
Let’s say our myofascial release practitioner decides to niche her services to
women with pregnancy- or post-partum-related back pain. She could focus her
message on:
1. How relaxing it will be not to ache for a while
2. The health benefits of improved spinal range of motion
3. The tragedy of how constant back pain is ruining the experience of pregnancy
and bonding with the new baby
4. How most of her treatments are covered by insurance
5. How good it feels to be touched by someone who knows what it’s like to be
pregnant and in pain
6. How the expectant or new mother needs this treatment in order to function
and take care of everyone around her
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And so on…
Which message resonates best with her niche? Google AdWords gives you an
easy way to find out: test them all.
Your assignment, should you choose to accept, is to write one ad for each of
the six potential messages. (Or you can just go, “Yeah, I get it” and keep
reading. Actually taking 10 minutes to do this exercise is a really good idea. But
I’ll never find out, so do what you like.)

So that’s nichework via Google AdWords. If you want more help, buy the 3rd
Edition of Google AdWords For Dummies and help support my rice cake and
peanut butter addiction.
Or visit VitruvianWay.com/cafe and join our AdWords support club free for 49
days before we start bugging you to pay.
Or join my personal mailing list at askHowie.com.
Or like my page at Facebook.com/askhowie.
Or if you’ve got big bucks, you can hire me for private coaching or consulting. I
accept VISA, Mastercard, AMEX, PayPal, and myofascial release.
Thanks for reading, and happy niching!

*Answer for Total Potential Impressions for Ad Group #2:
69,985 ÷ .3607 = 194,026 possible impressions
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